
Means Estimate s.e.

Intercept 41.07 *** 0.004

Prices -2.19 *** 0.107

Avg. dist from cons. 0.9 *** 0.332

Avg dist sq. from cons. -0.16 *** 0.064

Close to big business 0.12 * 0.078

Conv. Store -0.08 0.068

ATM 0.28 *** 0.096

Vouchers 0.11 0.194

Sigma (cov. Struc.)

Intercept 0.98 *** 0.003

Intercept & prices 0 0.005

Prices 1.58 *** 0.063

Pi (cov demog.)

Intercept-Dist. Shock 1.76 *** 0.006

Intercept-Dist. Sq Shock 1.94 *** 0.013

Interc.-Disp. Income 0.9 *** 0.012

Interc.-Num kids 1.15 *** 0.001

Price-Dist. Shock 0.28 * 0.190

Price-Dist. Shock sq -0.75 *** 0.073

Price-Disp. Income 0.11 ** 0.063

Price-Num kids 1.02 *** 0.073

Post-estimation calc.

ΔP to drike add. 1km

Tijuana Mexicali

Mkt. price elast. -0.45 -0.67 

Avg. Market share (s) 0.36% 0.43%

Δs/Δd -0.01% -0.01%

Change in sales -2.0% -2.0%

Δs/Δbb 0.0% 0.1%

Change in sales 12.4% 12.4%

Since the model is not linear, post estim. calc. are evaluated at a 5km

dist., the avg. one-way commute in MX. Statistical signif. is shown

 by (***) at the 2.5% level,  (**) at the 5% level, (*) at the 10% level
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Abstract

Would you be willing to drive 5 more minutes to save 1 USD at the
pump? As governments across the globe push for ways to combat
climate change, transportation is at the forefront of the conversation and
understanding fuel demand is fundamental for EV adoption, charging
station location and taxing polluting externalities.
This is the first paper to estimate the retail demand of gasoline as a
geographically differentiated good taking into consideration that
different people have different tastes. To do so, I utilize a once-in-a-
lifetime natural experiment to estimate structural parameters.
I find three things: (1) Consumers, on avg., are more price sensitive than
previously thought, (2) on average they will drive 1 additional km (~5 mins)
to save 30 MXN¢/L (7 US¢/gal), and (3) rich consumers are not price
sensitive and will not shop around much. This has serious implications for
combating pollution and transitioning to EVs. Please read further.
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1) What are the consumer welfare effects of the price liberalization in
2015 in Mexico’s retail gasoline industry?

2) What is the sensitivity of consumers for prices at the pump and how
do they trade-off additional driving to get savings.

Identification strategy // Natural experiment

1st Challenge: Causal demand estimation is (very) challenging using
observational data and in most cases, it would lead to biased estimates
due to simultaneity from supply and demand if not
instrumented/controlled properly.

Model: Discrete choice model with 
random coefficients

Intuition:

Results

Data:

This is the first paper to jointly estimate how much consumers value station-level attributes and what is the market-level price elasticity of gasoline. It is the first
paper that estimates this in a quasi-experimental setting, and that does not impose an a priori substitution pattern across gas stations. The results confirm that
consumers are price inelastic but are between 80% to 100% more sensitive than previously thought. I estimate that a 10% price increase reduces quantity
demanded between 4.5% to 6.7%. Consumers value an additional hour of driving, on average, at 30% above than their hourly earnings, while high-consumers
value it more at above 88%. Then, to persuade a costumer to drive an additional kilometer (~5 mins.), a discount of 30 MXN¢/L (7 US¢ /gal) is needed, but this
depends on the income level. If charging half a tank, the avg. Mexican consumer would be willing to make the drive to save 6.6 MXN (40 US¢), while
wealthier consumers would make the drive if they were to save 22.5 MXN (1.42 USD).

Download the 
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For more than 80 years the Mexican retail gasoline industry operated
under a setting of administered prices and tight regulation. I call it

One country-one price-one product-one brand
1) The national gasoline price was mandated at the federal level by the 
Ministry of Finance.
2) Gas stations were individually-owned and operated but all carry the 
exact same PEMEX products and the same brand.

In early 2016 retail prices were liberalized which led to: (i) entry, particularly 
to underserved markets (cons. welfare +) also to (ii) an increase in prices . 

Research questions:

Institutional Setting

Natural experiment:
In 2015 the Ministry of Finance established two pricing zones for gas 
stations:
(1)Those located 20km from the U.S. border and (2) the rest of the country.

Conditional on being inside the 20km-band, the price was exogenous to 
local competitive pressures.

2nd Challenge: Prices and attributes
are determined simultaneously.
Normally, there is a chicken-and-egg
problem:
Natural experiment:
Gas stations operated under a franchise system then facilities are very 
similar; only one brand and no advertising limit the scope of 
differentiation. Product-attribute choices: location and conv. Store, oil 
change, ATM on-site.

Through a revealed preferences argument
consumers choose whatever gas stations that they
prefer. Given the utility specification, the observed
prices at the pump, location, attributes, and market
shares I can compute the probability of consumers
choosing a given gas station.

Conclusions:

Since the model is not linear, post estim. calc. are evaluated at a 5km

dist., the avg. one-way commute in MX. Statistical signif. is shown

by (***) at the 2.5% level,  (**) at the 5% level, (*) at the 10% level


